Three-base periodicity patterns and self-similarity in whole bacterial chromosomes.
It has been reported that in a collection of mRNAs the triplets GhN or RNY had a higher propensity to be separated by either three/six/nine, etc., bases than by two/four/five, etc., bases. This has been called three-base periodicity (TBP). In this work the frequency distribution of distances (FDDs) for all triplets in the Borrelia burgdorferi chromosome and selected triplets in other model sequences were determined. The FDDs produced oscillatory decaying patterns with TBP for most triplets and not only for those encompassed by the above formulas. Furthermore, we also found TBP for di- and mononucleotides. However, TBP was not observed for intergenic regions, sequences with a low content of coding regions or when the coding potential of sequences was disrupted by base shuffling. Excluding closely related species the FDDs between bacterial genomes were different and appeared characteristic of the analyzed genome. FDDs also showed self-similarity, since 1Mb sequences rendered FDDs that were very similar to those for the entire sequence.